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IDEAS AND BELIEFS
this secaon explains inany of the ideas and beliefs which people have held at different periods m
h story Beliefs mar be true or false meaningful or totally meaningless regaidlesa of the degree of
conviction with which they are held Since man has been moved to action so often by his beliefs they
lie worth serious study The section thiows a vivid light ou human history
Han has always felt a deep need for emotional security a sense of belonging This need h~3
fo jnd expression m the framing of innumerable rehtious systems nearly all of which have been eon
cnrned with man s relation to a divine ruling power In tae past people have been accustomed to
tluni. of their own religion as true and of all others as false Latterly we have come to realise that in
n an s religious strivings there ib common ground for oui need m the world today is a morality wnerebr
li iman beings may live together m harmony
There is alao to be found in man an irresistible curiosity which demands an emanation of th°
world in v hich he finds himse'f This urge to make the world intelligible tikes him into the realm of
science where the unknown is the constant challenge Science is a creative process always m the
ni-lang since the scientist's conjectures are constantly being submitted to severe critical tests Basic
sc entifle ideas are di cussed In Section E1
In writing of beliefs especially cherished beliefs and of how they fit into the modern picture of the
7 orld it is difficult to avoid causing some offence but the reader is assured that the writer has tried
to be fair and helpiul
A
A jeceairians name (derived from A B C) of a small
German religious sect founded by the Ana
baptist StoiCh m 1522 who claimed taat as
knowledge of the Scriptures was communicated
directly by the Hoi y Spirit it was Trong t o learn
to read See Baptists
Activists those in a political movement who insist
on taking active steps towards their objectives
rather than merely putting forward a pro
gramme
Acupuncture a near medical cult originating in
China and based on the supposedly therapeutic
effect of implanting fine gold needles in the
spinal column Practices of this kind which
are of arguable scientific status seem to flourish
m parts of the world where orthodox medicine
has made little progress or where doctors and
trained staff are scarce Nevertheless it is
always worthwhile examining them even if only
to attempt to identify the presumably psycho
logical basis of their effectiveness In the case
of acupuncture if any physical effect occurs it
may be because the insertion of the needles has
some anaesthetic effect on the nerves which
have been prodded
Adlerian Psychology In 1911 the Viennese
psychoanalyst Alfred Adler (1870-1937) to
getter with, his colleague Carl Gustav Jung
broke with their friend Sigmund Freud over
disputes concerning the latter s theoretic
approach to psychoanalysis Jung and Adler
were themselves shortly also to part company
each to set tip and develop his own school
of psychoanalysis Adler s system of psycho
therapy is teased on the idea not of sex as a
driving force as in the case of Freud but on the
concept of compensation or a drive for power
m an attempt to overcome the inferiority
complex which he held to be universal in,
human beings The child naturally feels In
ferlor to- adults but Tbullymg making him feel
insignificant or guilty or contemptible even
spoiling which makes Mm feel Important within
the family but relatively uolmportant outside
increases this feeling Or the child may have
physical defects he may be small or under
weight have to wear glasses, become lame be
constantly ill or stupid at school In these
ways he develops a sense of Inferiority which
for the rest of his life lie develops a technique to
overcome
This may be done to several ways he may try
to become capable m the very respects hi which
he feels incompetent—hence many great orators
have originally had speech defects many
painters poor eyesight many musicians have
been partially deaf like Nietzsche the weak
ling he may write about tie superman, or like
Sandow the strong man be born with poor
health
 On the other hand he may overdo his attempt
and overcompensate Hence we have the bully
who Is really a coward the small man who is
self assertive to an objectionable degree (Hitler
Napoleon Stalm and Mussolini were all small
men) or the foreigner who like three of these
men wanted to be the hero of their adopted
country—Hitler the Austrian Napoleon the
Italian Stalin the Georgian
But what about the man who can do none of
these things who continues to fail to compen
sate? He says Adler becomes a neurotic
because neurosis is an excuse which means I
could nave done so and so but	It is the
unconscious flight into illness—the desire to be
ill Thus a man who used to have a tood job
lost it through no fault of his own and developed
a nervous break down one of the symptoms
of which was a fear of crossing streets Adler
would have asked What purpose is served
by this symptom? Why does he uncon
sciously not want to cross streets' The
answer was that he had only been offered m
ferior jobs and although, he felt for his family s
sake that he ought to take them something
inside said No I have been an important
man and I cannot bear to do insignificant work
—if I am unable to cross streets I am unable
(through no fault of my own) to go out to work
Adler s treatment involves disclosing these sub
terfuges we play on ourselves so that we can deal
with the real situation in a more realistic way
The criticism of Adler s theory is not that it is
not true It is But it is not the whole truth
for people are much more subtle than Adler gave
them credit for Freud recognised this element
of secondary gam in neurosis but he knew
that there was more to it than that Neverthe
less Adler s method works well in some simpler
cases Bee alao Psychoanalysis.
Adoptionism in Christianity a doctrine advanced
at various times which holds that Jesus was not
born divine but in virtue of his human spiritual
achievements was designated by God as the Son
of God at the moment of his baptism in the
Jordan, as told in all the four Gospels Among
the sects who held this heretical doctrine
were the Paulidans (qv) The Adop
tiomst view differs from the orthodox Con
ceptionisfc view only in regard to the moment
m the life of Jesus when the incarnation tool,
place
Adventists a group of American religious sects,
the most familiar being the Seventh Day Ad
ventist Church which observes Saturday as the
true Sabbath With more than a million
members throughout the world it shares with
other Adventists a belief in the imminent
second coming of Christ (a doctrine Surly wide-
spread in the TJ S _A during- the early decades of
the 19th cent wlien the end of the world was
predicted by WilJiam Miller for 1843 then for

